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Abstract
In this paper, a filter trust region method is proposed for solving generalized semi-infinite programming problem (GSIP). By reformulating
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, we obtain a system of semismooth
equations that is equivalent to the GSIP problem. Also, the NCP function is used to construct the semismooth equations. For solving this
equivalent problem, a promising method, called filter method, is introduced. Compared with the existed methods for GSIP, the presented
method is more flexible. there is only one system of linear equations
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needed to be solved at per iteration. And the scale of calculation is reduced to a certain degree. Under some reasonable conditions, the global
convergent properties of the presented method are proven.
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1

Introduction

We are concerned with generalized semi-infinite programming problems (GSIP)
of the following form:
GSIP : min f (x)
s.t.

(

x ∈ X = {x ∈ Rn | g(x, t(x)) ≤ 0,
T (x) = {t ∈ Rm | hi (x, t) ≤ 0,

t ∈ T (x)}
i ∈ I}

(1)

and finite index set I={1,L,q}.In this paper, we assume that the functions
f : Rn → R, g : Rn × Rm → R and hi : Rn × Rm → R(i = 1, 2, ...q) are
real-valued and at least twice continuously differentiable.
For the special case that the index set T=T(x) does not depend on the
variable x,i.e. the problem GSIP is a common semi-infinite problem (SIP) and
will be abbreviated by SIP. If moreover T is a finite set, then GSIP reduces to
a finite programming problem.
The theory and practice of SIP is well-develop since the studies started
from the 60th century [1].GSIP is only studied since about 1985 [2-4]. It
is meanwhile known that the structure of GSIP is more complicated than
SIP. For an introduction to theory, applications, numerical methods for GSIP,
we refer to the article [5, 6]. There are many real-life applications of GSIP
including robust optimization, design centering, minimax problems, Chebyshev
approximation, and disjunctive programming [6, 7].
In all approaches to solve GSIP numerically, one tries to relax GSIP locally
or globally to a simpler problem, e.g., to a SIP or a finite program problem.
Several different methods are described to transform GSIP to simpler problems
in the article[8], including the dual method, the Karush-Kuhn-Kucker (KKT)
method, the reduction method and the penalty method.
In this paper, we use a semismooth reformulation of KKT system for GSIP.
We firstly reformulate the KKT system into a system of semismooth equations
by using NCP functions. Then we solve it by using an ODE method based
trust region method, and introduce the nonmonotone technique to modify the
criterion for deciding whether accepting a trial point or not. Under certain
conditions, we proved that the proposed method is globally convergent. In
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the classical trust region methods, a quadratic subproblem with a trust region
bound has to be solved at per iteration. But in this article, it only solves a
system of linear equations at each iteration. Moreover, the value of the filter
in the nonmonotone technique is permitted to increase among finite iterations.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce some basic
definitions and results which will be frequently used in this paper. In section
3, the GSIP problem will be converted into a system of semismooth equations.
This reformulation is equivalent to the given GSIP problem to a certain degree.
Then we propose a trust region algorithm based on the ODE-type method.

2

Preliminary Notes

In this section, we summarize some definitions and results, which are useful
subsequently.
A locally Lipschitz function F : Rn → Rm is called semismooth at x ∈ Rn
if F is directionally differentiable at x and for all V ∈ ∂F (x + d) and d → 0 ,
F ′ (x; d) − V d = o(kdk2 )
where ∂F is the generalized Jacobian of F in the sense of Clarke [9],i.e.
∂F (x) = conv{ lim ▽F (xTk ) | F is dif f erentiable at xk }
xk →x

Furthermore, F is called strongly semismooth at x if F is semismooth at x
and for all V ∈ ∂F (x + d) and d → 0 ,
F ′ (x; d) − V d = O(kdk2)
Assume that F : Rn → Rm be locally Lipschitzian and semismooth at x , then
for any V ∈ ∂F (x + h) and h → 0 , we have
F (x + h) = F (x) + V h + o(khk)

(2)

Furthermore, if F is strongly semismooth,
F (x + h) = F (x) + V h + O(khk2)

(3)

Suppose Nx is a neighborhood of x ∈ X and ϕ : Rn → Rm ∈ LC 1 , i.e. ϕ is
continuously differentiable and its gradient is locally Lipschitzian. Then there
exists a positive constant γ such that
|ϕ(x + d) − ϕ(x) − ▽ϕ(x)T d| ≤

γkdk2
2

(4)
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for all x + d ∈ Nx .
The Fisher-Burmeister function is defined as follows
√
φ(a, b) = a2 + b2 − a − b
which satisfies the following conditions.
(1) φ(a, b) = 0 ⇔ a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0, and ab = 0 ;
(2) φ2 is continuously differentiable;
(3) φ is second-order continuously differentiable at any points excepting for
zero, and it is continuous at origin. Moreover φ is semismooth function.
We use NCP function for complementarity conditions in KKT system.
Next we briefly describe the reduction approach which can be applied to
SIP and GSIP as well. Since this approach has been detailed in [2], here we
only give the results.
For x ∈ X,we define the set of active points T0 (x) = {t ∈ T (x|g(x, t) = 0)}
Obviously, for feasible x ∈ X,any point t ∈ T0 (x) is a (global) maximum
of the following parametric optimization problem (the so-called lower level
problem):
Q(x) : maxn {g(x, t)}
t∈R

s.t. hi (x, t) ≤ 0, i ∈ I

(5)

The main computational problem in semi-infinite programming is that
lower level problem has to be solved to global optimality, even if only a stationary point of the upper level problem is sought. Since we replace lower level
problem by its KKT conditions, lower level problem must be convex.
If x ∈ X,is a local minimize of GSIP at which the reduction Ansatz without
strict complementarity [7] and the extended Mangasarian-Fromovitz constraint
qualification hold, then there exist p positive numbers uj , j ∈ P = {1, L, p}
such that
p
∇f (x) +

X
=1

j

j

µj ∇x L(x, t , λ ) = 0
j

j

j

µj > 0, g(x, t ) = 0, j ∈ P
j

p

(6)
(7)

i

j

where L(x, t , λ ) = g(x, t ) − qı=1 λi hi (x, t ),λ ≥ 0, i ∈ I.
Then the upper level first order condition is complemented by a lower level
j
first order condition. In fact, the active indices t ∈ T0 (x), j ∈ P are global
solutions of Q(x).Under some constraint qualification like the Slater condition
in the lower level problem, there exist vectors of the Lagrange multipliers
j
λ ∈ Rq such that
P

j

∇t g(x, t ) −

q
X
ı=1

j

j

λ ∇t hi (x, t ) = 0, j ∈ P

(8)
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j

j

j

j

λ ≥ 0, hi (x, t ) ≤ 0, λi hi (x, t ) = 0, j ∈ P, i ∈ I.

(9)

Now, by using F-B function φ, the solution of upper and lower level first
order condition is seen to be equivalent to the following function:



F (z) =




























∇f (x) + p=1 uj ∇x L(x, tj , λj
φ(µ1 , −g(x, t1 )
M
φ(µp , −g(x, tp )
P
∇t g(x, t1 ) − qı=1 λi1 ∇t hi (x, t1 )
φ(λ11 , −h1 (x, t1 )
M
1
φ(λq , −hq (x, t1 )
M
Pq
p
∇t g(x, t ) − ı=1 λip ∇t hi (x, tp )
φ(λp1 , −h1 (x, tp )
M
p
φ(λq , −hq (x, tp )
P





























=0

(10)

where z = (xT , µT , tT , λT )T ,T is strongly semismooth under our assumptions.
Define some functions as follows:
1(z) = ∇f (x) +

p
X
=1

µj ∇x L(x, tj , λj ,

(11)

Ψ(z) = (ψ1 (z), L, ψp (z))T ,

(12)

ψj (z) = φ(µj , −g(x, tj )), j ∈ P

(13)

l(z) = (l1 (z)T , L, lp (z)T )T ,

(14)

q
X

(15)

lj (z) = ∇t g(x, tj ) −

ı=1

λij ∇t hi (x, tj ), i ∈ P

Φ(z) = (Φ1 (z)T , L, Φp (z)T )T ,

(16)

Φj (z) = (ψ1j (z), L, ψqj (z)), j ∈ P

(17)

Ψij (z) = φ(λij , −hi (x, tj )), i ∈ I, j ∈ P

(18)

Then we have





F (z) = 

1(z)
Ψ(z)
l(z)
Φ(z)







=0

(19)
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It is clear that the above equation (19) can be converted equivalently into the
least square problem:
1
min f (x) = kF (z)k2
(20)
2
So far there have been many methods to deal with problem (20). An efficient
approach for solving the nonsmooth equations (19) is to use the ODE-type
trust region method[10].At the k-th iteration, this method is to obtain the
search direction d(k) by solving a system of linear equation
(JkT Jk + Bk +

1
I)d = −JkT F (zk )
hk

(21)

where hk > 0 is the stepsize, Bk ∈ R(n+l)×(n+l) is a symmetric matrix which
carries out the second order information of f , Jk ∈ ∂F (zk ) .
Here is no assumption that {Bk } is positive definite. We can use SR1 or
BFGS formulas.
In order to use a filter technique, we define the function as follows:
θ(z) = (θ1 (z), θ2 (z), theta3 (z), θ4 (z))
where θ1 (z) = k1(z)k,θ2 (z) = kB(z)k,θ3 (z) = kl(z)k,θ4 (z) = kφ(z)k.
A filter is a list F of 4-tuples of the form (θ1,k , L, θ4,k ) such that θj,k < θj,l
for any j 6= k,where θj,k = θj (zk ),j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.A new trial iterate zk+ is
acceptable for the filter F if and only if for all θl = θz (l) ∈ F such that
θj (zk+ ) ≤ θj,l − τθ δ(kθl k, kθk+ k)

(22)

where θk+ = θ(zk+ ),τθ ∈ (0, 1)is a small positive constant, and
δ( kθl k, kθk+ k ) = min{ kθl k, kθk+ | }
If a new trial point zk+ is acceptable in the sense of(22),we wish to add it to
the filter, we simply perform the operation: F ← F ∪ (θj+ ) , we also remove
all from the filter that are dominated by (θk+ ) .

3

FTR Algorithm

Now we give the formal description of our algorithm, then we discuss the convergence of the algorithm in this section.
Step0. Initialization: Given z1 , h1 , ǫ ≥ 0, 0 < ρ0 < 1, 0 < τθ < 1 . Set
F = ∅, k := 1
Step1. compute Jk İf kJkT F (zk )k ≤ ǫ , stop.
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Step2. Construct a symmetric matrix Bk İf hk (JkT Jk + Bk ) + I is positive
definite,go to Step 4;Otherwise,let mk be the smallest positive integer such
that
2−mk hk (JkT Jk + Bk ) + I
is positive definite. Set hk = 2−mk hk .
Step3. Solve equation (10) to obtain dk .Set zk+ = zk + dk .Let M be a
nonnegative integer. Compute
ρk =

f (zk−j ) − f (zk + dk )
Are dk
=
P re dk
f (zk ) − qk (dk )

where qk (dk ) = 12 kF (zk ) + Jk dk2 + 12 dT Bk d
Step4. If θk+ is not acceptable for the current filter,go to Step5;Otherwise,
set zk+1 = zk+ (called a successful iteration)and go to Step 6.
Step5. If ρk ≥ ρ0 ,then set zk+1 = zk+ , hk+1 = 2hk ,go to Step7;Otherwise,
sethk := 21 hk , and go to Step2(called inner cycle).
Step6. If ρk ≥ ρ0 ,then set zk+1 = zk+ , hk+1 = 2hk ,go to Step7;Otherwise,
add(θk+ ) to the filter F and set hk := 21 hk , go to Step7.
Step7. Update the matrix Bk to Bk+1 and set k := k + 1 (called outer
cycle), go to Step2.
If hk (JkT Jk + Bk ) + I is not positive definite, there must exist mk which
is the smallest positive integer such that 2−mk hk (JkT Jk + Bk ) + I is positive
definite. Therefore, the system of the equation (10) has a unique solution.
Under convexity of lower level and conditions for the Clarke subdifferential
regularity of generalized Jacobian at solution point, it can be shown that every
accumulation point of the sequence zk is a solution of F (z) = 0 and thus a
stationary point of GSIP[11]. Moreover, it is also possible to show that the
algorithm is superlinearly convergent under a bound condition on kdk[12].
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